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Part 1: Introduction to construction dispute

 What could go wrong?

 Sample litigation/arbitration process

 How to prove a case? The importance of records



What could possibly go wrong?

 A typical project timeline:

Stage Potential Issues
Tendering and 
contracting

Who are the parties? 
Parent/Subsidiary? Company/Individual?

What are the contract documents?

Commencement of the 
project

When is the date of site possession?



What could possibly go wrong?

 A typical project timeline:

Stage Potential Issues
During the project Who is doing what by when?

Is that a variation?
Entitlement of extension of time?
Entitlement of additional payment?

Completion What should be the correct valuation 
principles for final account?
Incomplete works
Defects liability and warranty?
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Outline of a sample litigation/arbitration process

Stage Outline
Commencement of 
proceedings

Final account negotiation failed  
Pre-action commercial settlement failed
Litigation began by writ of summons
Arbitration began by notice of dispute

Pleadings Statement of Claim
Defence and Counterclaim
Reply and Defence to Counterclaim
Reply to Defence to Counterclaim

Discovery Disclosure of documents relevant to the 
proceedings 



Outline of a sample litigation/arbitration process

Stage Outline
Witness statements Detailed facts to support or rebut
Expert witness Opinion evidence based on facts
Hearing Bundles preparation

Opening submission 
Oral evidence, cross examinations
Closing submission

Award/Judgment Award/Judgment in writing with reasons
Enforcement Payment?



How to prove a case? The importance of records

 FACTS + LAW => CLAIM

 Contract documents

 Contract administration documents

 Records

 Records!

 Records!!



Part 2: Proposed security of payment legislation

 Scope of application

 Adjudication

 Matters for further consideration
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Public Utility Housing & Infrastructure Public Transport

Education Other public bodiesLarge Scale Projects

Scope (Government and public sector contracts)



Scope (private sector contracts)

 applies to ‘new building’ (as defined in Buildings 
Ordinance) works where main contract value exceeds 
HK$5M (or HK$0.5M for professional services or supply 
only contracts) 

 lower tier sub-contracts – applicability of SOPL
determined by the main contract



Adjudication

 types of disputes that can be adjudicated:

 value of work, services, materials or plant

 money claims made in accordance with any provision of the contract

 set off and deductions against amounts due

 time for performance or entitlement to EOT for performance of work

 defects can also be adjudicated if related to valuation or consideration 
of a set off claim
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Adjudication flowchart
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Matters for further consideration

 issues of interest

 rough justice? Commercial and records management – becoming more 
important !

 game change?

 costs
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Part 3: Important matters to bear in mind

 Time limitation

 Notice requirements

 Mitigation of loss

 Privilege from disclosure

 Liquidated damages
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Time limitation 

 a most important matter

 governed by Limitation Ordinance

 generally: legal action to be brought within 6 years "from the date on which 
the cause of action accrued”:

 contract: from date of breach of contract (12 years if contract under 
seal)

 negligence: from date on which damage occurs



Time limitation (cont’d)

 generally, cause of action for defective work in construction contracts arise 
at time when works as whole are or ought to have been completed, or in 
case where defective work ought to have been remedied, at date when 
remedial work ought to have been done

 therefore for defective work claim by employer, generally cause of action 
should accrue at end of defects liability period



Time limitation (cont’d)

 time limitation period in Ordinance subject to parties agreeing shorter 
period

 acknowledgment of debt or part payment results in time running afresh

 acknowledgment of claim: acknowledgement in writing and signed by 
person making acknowledgment



Time limitation (cont’d)

 example: 

 payment should have been made by employer by 1 January 2000

 last date for contractor to commence legal action is 1 January 2006

 but if employer made part payment or provided written and signed 
acknowledgment of debt on 31 December 2005

 6 year period starts to run again, and new “last date” is 31 December 
2011



Notice requirements

 one of the most important steps in a claim

 check wording of notice provision for precise requirement as to time and 
content of notice

 if clear wording is used, claim could be time barred if not all requirements 
complied with



Notice requirements (cont’d)

 Education 4 Ayrshire Ltd v South Ayrshire Council

 Education 4 (the contractor) agreed to carry out works for the Council



Notice requirements (cont’d)

17. EXTENSIONS OF TIME

17.1 Notice

If at any time the Contractor becomes aware that there will be or is 
likely to be any delay in achieving a Target Service Availability Date or 
any delay to the Works the Contractor shall as soon as reasonably 
practicable and in any event within 20 Business Days give notice to 
the Authority to that effect specifying:

17.1.1 the reason for the delay or likely delay; and

17.1.2 an estimate of the likely effect of the delay in achieving the relevant 
Target Service Availability Date (taking into account any measures 
that the Contractor proposes to adopt to mitigate the consequences 
of the delay in accordance with Clause 17.3 (Duty to Mitigate)).

…



Notice requirements (cont’d)

17.6 Procedure for relief

Subject to Clause 17.8, to obtain relief or claim compensation under 
this Clause 17 the Contractor must:

17.6.1 as soon as practicable, and in any event within 20 Business Days 
after it becomes aware that the Works Compensation Event has 
caused or is likely to cause delay, breach of an obligation under this 
Agreement or the Contractor to incur costs or lose revenue, give to 
the Authority a notice of its claim for an extension of time to the 
relevant Target Service Availability Date, payment of compensation 
and/or relief from its obligations under this Agreement;

…



Notice requirements (cont’d)

17.8 Late provision of information

In the event that information is provided after the specified number of 
Business Days contained in Clause 17.6, then the Contractor will not 
be entitled to any extension of time, compensation, or relief from its 
obligations under this Agreement in respect of the period of time 
during which the information is delayed."

(emphasis added)



Notice requirements (cont’d)

 the contractor’s “notice of claim” by way of a letter stated, amongst other 
things, that it was issued in accordance with Clause 17.1 and…

 that it "will submit [its] full claim in accordance with Clause 17.6 of the 
project agreement“

 the council argued the letter was insufficient as it give notice under Clause 
17.1 but not Clause 17.6



Notice requirements (cont’d)



Mitigation of loss

 after claim submitted, claimant often asked by employer or superior 
contractor to mitigate effects of any delay and loss

 to mitigate means: “to avoiding the consequences of a wrong” (McGregor 
on Damages, 17th Edition)



Mitigation of loss (cont’d)

 Three rules:

1. claimant must take all reasonable steps to mitigate the loss to him, 
and cannot recover for any loss which he could have so avoided 
but failed to, through reasonable action or inaction

2. where claimant does take reasonable steps to mitigate, he can 
recover for loss incurred in doing so, even where the resulting 
damage turned out to be greater than if no mitigating step taken



Mitigation of loss (cont’d)

3. where claimant does take steps to mitigate and steps are 
successful, defendant entitled to such benefit and only liable for 
reduced loss

 claimant required to mitigate loss even without being asked

 no need for contract to expressly require claimant to mitigate loss



Mitigation of loss (cont’d)

 reasonableness of the measures to be taken: claimant not required to do 
anything other than in ordinary course of business: Dunkirk Colliery Co v 
Lever (1878) 9 ChD 20



Mitigation of loss (cont’d)

 British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co Ltd v Underground 
Electric Railways Co of London Ltd [1912] AC 673:

“Provided the course taken to protect himself by the plaintiff… was one 
which a reasonable and prudent person might in the ordinary conduct 
of business properly have taken, and in fact did take whether bound to 
or not, a jury or an arbitrator may properly look at the whole of the facts 
and ascertain the result in estimating the quantum of damage.”



Mitigation of loss (cont’d)

 mitigation of monetary loss:

 re-allocate resources to another site?

 return plant on lease? 

 costs of de-mobilisation of resources would be recoverable

 mitigation of delay:

 re-sequence works?

 incurred additional costs in re-sequencing



Privilege from disclosure of documents

 discovery and production of documents is first of two important stages for 
evidence in legal proceedings (second being witness statements)

 vitally important to ensure proper discovery carried out: inadequate 
discovery can damage party's credibility or integrity in eyes of tribunal

 production of documents which need not be produced because of privilege 
could be even more damaging



Privilege from disclosure of documents (cont’d)

 certain classes of documents do not have to be shown to other party 
because of “privilege”

 matters to consider: 

 what documents could be subject to privilege, and 

 how to ensure that such documents are properly privileged



Privilege from disclosure of documents (cont’d)

 categories of documents privileged:

 between a party and his lawyers: for purpose of giving or obtaining 
legal advice, whether or not connected with legal proceedings, 
includes correspondence between management and in-house lawyers 
on legal advice but not administrative matters

 between a party’s lawyers and third persons: if in connection with 
existing or anticipated proceedings

 between a party and a non-professional agent or third person: if 
created for purpose of obtaining legal advice in connection with 
existing or anticipated proceedings



Privilege from disclosure of documents (cont’d)

 documents not privileged:

 internal notes about, and board minutes recording discussion of legal 
proceedings, unless prepared for purposes of reporting to others on 
advice received from lawyers or seeking information requested by 
lawyers

 documents between a party and outsiders (such as party’s parent 
company or subsidiary company, police and other authorities, insurers 
and professional advisers other than party’s own lawyers) or written 
notes recording such communications, unless such documents came 
into existence for dominant purpose of obtaining legal advice in 
connection with existing or contemplated proceedings



Privilege from disclosure of documents (cont’d)

 communications produced by in-house lawyer in his executive 
capacity, rather than as legal advice for his company not privileged

 internal notes and memoranda are not privileged just because they are 
internal or contain confidential information!

 marking documents as “privileged” or “confidential” does not help –
matter of substance, not label

 should not assume that once proceedings begun, all documents 
generated are privileged.  Wherever possible, communications with 
outsiders should be made orally or through lawyers



Privilege from disclosure of documents (cont’d)

 once proceedings contemplated, documents relating to dispute should be 
prepared with view to ensuring they are privileged from production:

 correspondence with third party should be routed through legal 
advisers or through in-house lawyers

 internal documents should either report on advice received from legal 
advisers or expressly state they are produced for purpose of assisting 
in legal proceedings

 board minutes should not comment on legal advice



Liquidated damages rate

 for rate to be enforceable:

 genuine pre-estimate of loss as at date of contract: looked at from 
objective point of view, not subjective view of party calculating rate

 not a penalty for breach - test: whether sum extravagant and 
unconscionable amount in comparison with greatest loss that could 
conceivably be proved to follow from breach



Liquidated damages rate (cont’d)

 rate should be backed up with detailed calculation as to derivation

 State of Tasmania v Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd (No 3) [2004] TASSC
132

 “Liquidated Damages Estimate” (in AUD)

Principal; 50% x $1,200/day =  $600

Principal's Representative; 75% x $1,300/day = $975

Legal Advisors; 2hrs x $350/per = $700

Contract Advisor; 2hrs x $160/hr = $320

Principal's Site Representative; 100% x $1,100/day = $1,100



Liquidated damages rate (cont’d)

Site  Engineer = $900

Clerk of Works = $700

OHS/Secretary = $400

Technical Support (Environmental/Design/Cultural) = $300

Site Vehicle x2 = $200

Audit Testing (Field testing, laboratory services) = $300

Site Running Expenses (tel, courier, postage, etc) = $150

Accommodation; 3 x $110/night = $330

Travel; 300km x $0-60/km = $180

Sub Total = $7,155

Escalation to Dec 2000; 2.25yrs @ 5% = $830

Total: $7,985



Liquidated damages rate (cont’d)

 court held rate extravagant and exorbitant:

 calculated on annual basis, charge-out rates of site personnel 
extremely high

 OHS (occupational health & safety) and secretarial assistance rate of 
AUD400 also extremely high

 number of hours contemplated for site staff totally speculative



Liquidated damages rate (cont’d)

 2 hours per day for legal advisors also totally speculative

 court may dissect rate and look closely at make-up
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